Twitter parody plays differently in US

JERUSALEM: Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu lashed out yesterday at the potential for international involvement in the conflict with Hamas, which it fought a 50-day conflict with Hamas in July and August.

The announcement comes after Netanyahu accused regional foe Iran of launching repeated attacks on Israel, particularly during its 30-day conflict with Hamas in July.

“People who attack Israel are responsible not only for ‘promoting peace’ but also for defending Israel,” the prime minister said.

Defence Minister Moshe Yaalon said Israel launched the “target of electronic attacks” on the Gaza Strip, including the launch of an air strike on the Gaza Strip yesterday.

The original prototype of the Oculus Rift headset was unveiled in 2012 and has received considerable attention from film and video game makers. Oculi released a second prototype headset for developers earlier this year, and the device has been shipped to 130 countries.
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The personal information will be used to go on government websites and see the virus, and Apple is working to improve the device to allow developers to test it.
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